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As for most organisations, it was one of our most 
challenging years due to the Covid-19 pandemic, 
which meant we had to find new ways of working 
and staying connected.

We started the year in lockdown.  As we couldn’t 
meet face to face, we used Zoom, as well as phone 
calls and social media, to keep in touch with each 
other.

We created a dedicated page on our website, the 
Pyramid Post, to share work that had been created 
by members during lockdown, and to provide 
resources for ‘arts at home’ activities.

A significant number of members didn’t have access 
to a digital device or the internet, in order to take 
part in our online sessions.  We bought new tablets 
(and data) to loan to people, as well as providing 
packs of art materials to use at home.

Everyone learned new digital skills so that we could 
work remotely.  Pyramid collaborated with other 

Cover art by Ria

organisations and Leeds City Council to launch the 
Autism and Learning Disability Digital Inclusion 
Network (ALaDDIN).  We all supported each 
other by sharing information, resources, advice and 
opportunities.

We were still able to launch the BEYOND Artist 
Development Scheme (BADS), recruiting two 
Development Workers to lead the project and 
welcoming four artists (Andrew Towse, Howard 
Haigh, Jem Clancy and Stephen Harvey) on board.

We would like to extend our thanks to members and 
their support networks at home for working so hard 
to enable everyone to keep in touch and share their 
work; our freelance team and volunteers for their 
resilience, commitment and creativity and to our 
funders, who permitted us to use project funding 
with great flexibility.

James Hill
Director
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The Pyramid Members’ Council ran a competition to 

produce work using our campaign theme, ‘I am an Artist’.
 
Here’s winner Ella Schofield with her work.



High Rise Fairfield - digital collage



Legends - ‘Living Room’ - digital collage





Ribblehead sketch club - digital collages - LS11 Gallery



A group of members who were able to attend Pyramid in 
person produced this seaside-themed artwork, and used 
digital editing to  take themselves on a trip to the beach! 



Next Step Pyramid spent a term focused on street art, as preparation for 
creating a new mural in Leeds Corn Exchange.

Here’s Alicia Rywczuk on a research walk, and an experimental stencil print 
by James Mills.



No Entry

Alfie Fox



Rebel Girls

Ria



Portraits

Andrew Wonnacott



Digital collage - Andrew Towse
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